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block than to wait for the light.
government but shows little understanding
of the steps that led up to Measure P or its
Also,
especially
at
the
Mt.
Shasta
Blvd.
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light, people gripe because they get to the reasons for being on the ballot.
light in plenty of time to turn on the left the
Tim Holt, board member
turn signal; but when the light changes do
Friends of the Dunsmuir Library
they get to turn? No.
The smart light at the shopping center
has, it seems, become a dumb light. With no
cars whatsoever waiting to come out onto Dear Editor,
Lake Street, the light still frequently turns
Recently another drought talk meeting
red for Lake Street traffic.
was held to discuss our critical water shortThe last five times I’ve driven it, around age issues. I attended last years meeting
10 p.m., it has turned red, sat a bit, and then only to have mine and other citizen concerns
begun the 20 second countdown for the in- dismissed. In fact one speaker, a governvisible pedestrian to cross.
ment official whose salary is paid by our
How about resetting the smart lights to taxes actually said, “I’m not interested,”
help, rather than hinder as they are doing when I shared the fact that the Shasta
now? Whoever is in charge of the lights, fix County Board of Supervisors voted unanithem please!
mously in July of 2014 to investigate the cliJoanna Cherry
mate engineering/aluminum contamination
Mount Shasta
issue.
Well, maybe now given the fact we are
in another year of catastrophic climate enPamela Padula’s opinion piece against gineered drought, which will continue to
Measure P contains statements that need decimate our forests, crops and California
communities (such as the recent tragic Midclarification and correction.
Instead of Measure P, Padula says she fa- dletown area fire) until it is stopped, just
vors a tax specifically dedicated to our li- maybe some who say they care and are in
brary. That approach has proven to be positions of leadership will actually have the
academic and moral integrity to investigate
unrealistic.
Three years ago a group of us dedicated this issue.
I would suggest they start here. It's all
library supporters tried that approach, which
requires a 66 percent vote super majority to here, for those who have the eyes to see:
pass.
The recently uncovered 750-page 1978
We walked door to door and made count- Senate report regarding impacts of weather
less phone calls to pass an increase in the modification programs upon our water supproperty tax that would have gone directly plies, crops and forest lands. See:
to the library. That ballot measure won 60 http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/maspercent of the vote, not enough to pass.
sive-us-senate-document-on-national-andThe result of that experience is Measure global-weather-modification/.
P. It requires a simple majority vote to pass
Here’s a couple of excerpt from the reand would raise an estimated $36,000 annu- port:
ally from a half-cent increase in the local
“According to complaints we get, the
sales tax.
pattern is still remaining as it did in the early
It was put on the ballot by the Dunsmuir 1960’s. When a thunderstorm appears to the
City Council at the urging of the Friends of west or is starting to build up, a plane will
the Library and the Recreation and Parks move in mysteriously out of nowhere, and
District. It is on the ballot because our li- maybe fly once of twice along the leading
brary and the community pool need the edge of the thunderstorm, disappear and the
funds that Measure P will provide.
thunderstorm just practically dissipates.”
A “no” vote on Measure P means we’ll
“In a recent article contributed by the Tricontinue to rely exclusively on efforts by the State Natural Weather Association …in a
Friends of the Library to hold bake sales and nationally circulated publication devoted to
find any other way we can to raise funds to organic agriculture, the following evils were
keep the library doors open. That is not a catalogued … 1) Cloud seeding [aka today
sustainable approach.
as climate engineering] has been responsible
A “no” vote on Measure P is also, in for the great 5-year drought in the Northeast
essence, a vote to close the community pool, United States.”
which is losing between $10,000 to $15,000
It’s time to care and show academic and
each season.
integrity.
moral
Padula’s statement that Measure P funds
Sincerely,
will “most likely” be used to boost the
Rose Taylor
salaries and benefits of city hall employees
says a great deal about her distrust of local
Mount Shasta

Academic integrity

Why P deserves support
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Thursday with service, clean-up or other

“We are willing to spend our time,
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